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Digital health and the elusive quest for cost savings
Digital health is increasingly hailed as the new panacea
for some of the most intractable problems in health
care. Although digital health technology is still in its
infancy, its proponents argue that the digital future
will be one of more precise interventions, improved
health outcomes, increased efficiency, and ultimately
reduced health-care expenditure. But how realistic is the
promise of reduced costs, while also seeing improved
health, or at least no diminishing of it? Of course,
the field is at too early a stage to reach a definitive
conclusion on this issue, not least because of the need
for more empirical evidence.1 However, in the interim,
given the importance of this issue to current national
and international policies, the argument of digital cost
reduction seems worthy of scrutiny.
Despite the substantial contributions of technological
progress to improvement in health outcomes, examples
of cost-cutting effects are a rarity. On the contrary,
technological progress is widely seen as the most
important driver of the rise in health-care spending.2
One obvious reason for this effect is that technological
advances tend to be costly. For instance, magnetic
resonance imaging will inevitably be more expensive
than its alternative, which is usually either no test at all
or a cheaper, but less accurate, diagnostic technique.
Even if such technologies are shown to be costeffective, on average they would still be expected to
increase health-care spending, because the methods of
analysing cost-effectiveness set a monetary value for
health and life based on willingness to pay for it.3 The UK
Department of Health, for instance, sets the monetised
value of each quality-adjusted life year at £60 000.4 A
cost-effective intervention is one that is worth the extra
investment for the expected degree of health gain.
But, perhaps digital health is different. Digital
technologies often include innovative software solutions
and algorithms that could be substantially cheaper
than devices or drugs. In addition, these technologies
tend to focus on solutions to the notoriously inefficient
delivery systems of health care globally, as opposed to
the development of new treatments. Given that the
alternative to digital technologies would potentially be a
more labour-intensive model of care, one might expect
their adoption to replace costly health-care professional
time or hospital services.

I am not disputing the fact that the use of well designed
and tested technological solutions will eventually lead
to improved matching of resources with the complexity
of tasks and, thus, achieve increased productivity or
(technical) efficiency. Indeed, one could argue that
increased productivity and efficiency is a feature of
most technologies, whether digital or not; through
automation and simplification, they enable humans to
do things that would otherwise not be possible, or at
least not to the same extent or with the same quality. On
the same subject, a machine learning algorithm that is
able to make diagnoses faster or better than most doctors
could be expected to lead to substantial reductions in the
price of that particular service. Provided that we have
sufficient empirical evidence, one could then directly
compare the prevailing approach (doctor diagnosis) with
the new digital approach (algorithm plus or minus doctor
diagnosis) and conclude that the new intervention will
get the same job done at a much lower cost.
But why is such a cost-saving intervention still likely
to increase health-care expenditure? This apparent
paradox can be explained by the common confusion
between microeconomic effects of individual healthcare interventions or programmes, and effects on the
whole health-care market. Although a microeconomic
study might conclude that substituting old with new
might lead to net savings, the typical models in such
studies assume that health-care utilisation of the service
or treatment under investigation remains unchanged
and that the two approaches differ only in their costs
and health consequences. Thus, an intervention that is
of lower price, even without causing a change in health
outcomes compared with the alternative, would be
expected to result in cost savings.
However, health-care markets tend to be in
disequilibrium when demand continues to exceed
supply and use. In such a setting, reducing the price of
a particular service will invariably lead to an increase in
the quantity demanded. Given that total expenditure
equals the quantity demanded multiplied by its price,
introduction of low-price technologies might lead to an
overall rise in expenditure. In other words, medical uses
of the new treatment are increased through addressing
an unmet demand, and this expansion in use leads to a
net rise in expenditure.
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Not all care is equally susceptible to treatment
expansion. However, the typical issues that digital
health targets, such as diagnostics or monitoring of
disease progress, are matters of intensity or frequency
that tend to be highly demand elastic—ie, responsive
to price changes. Questions such as when a patient
should be admitted to hospital, what types of test are
necessary, and when and how frequently they should be
monitored often have very weak or no scientific basis;5
this type of care accounts for the majority of health-care
expenditure and its continued rise.6
Although the quest for cost reduction seems elusive, in
my view, treatment expansion should not be considered
as necessarily a bad thing. Indeed, in other sectors of
economy, consumerism is valued very positively, as it
constitutes the foundation of our economic growth.
Similarly, in health care, major business opportunities
lie ahead of digital health innovators, if payers continue
to pay for the value they gain from digital technologies.
Here lies the challenge. In most health systems, the
cost of health services is payed wholly or partly by third
parties, such as insurance companies or governments
which do not gain directly from the interventions that
they are paying for. Thus, with the increased use of
digital technologies, the question of how to finance
them equitably is likely to create even more challenges
for payers. What does the rise of digital health mean for
patients? This question in my view is the most difficult
one to answer. A relatively clear aspect is that in highincome and low-income settings alike, digital health
will offer patients improved access to an increased
range of health services. We might embrace these
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technologies rapidly simply because of the convenience
or reassurance that they offer. However, as evidence
suggests, more is not always better in medicine,7 and
careful evaluation of such interventions becomes ever
more important. Otherwise, to paraphrase the remark
made by the US economist Robert Solow,8 we will soon
see digital health everywhere but neither in health gains
nor in cost reduction statistics.
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